ABSTRACT With the pervasiveness of mobile devices, satisfying spatial-temporal coverage requirements in interested regions while considering the quality of the sensing data and the budget constraint is a major research challenge in mobile crowdsensing (MCS). In this paper, we define a novel coverage metric, quality coverage, which considers both the fraction of subareas covered by sensor readings and the quality of sensing data in each covered subarea, for diversified location-based MCS tasks. In our system, as participants with high reliability level can contribute a lot to sensing tasks, we design an incentive model that provides higher bonus to more reliable participants. After knowing the reward for the per amount of sensing data, each worker can submit an interested task set that contains several unit tasks. The platform assigns MCS tasks to these mobile workers by solving the task allocation optimization problems, which select the optimal mobile worker set under the budget of data requesters to maximize diverse and spatial coverage level in the whole sensing area. As the task allocation problems are proven to be NP-hard, we propose a heuristic and a polynomialtime greedy approximation algorithm to solve optimization problems in two different application scenarios. Simulations using both real and synthetic data sets show that our algorithms outperform existing approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
With advances in wireless communications and sensor technology, smart phones, tablets, in-car sensing devices and other mobile devices are more powerful in computing, sensing, storage and communication skills as they integrate a variety of sensors. Due to the explosive popularity of these wireless mobile terminal devices, a new paradigm, called Mobile Crowdsensing (MCS) [1] , has emerged. It takes advantage of pervasive mobile devices to efficiently collect data enabling numerous large-scale applications. This new sensing paradigm gives rise to diverse services ranging from environment quality monitoring [3] , traffic jam prediction [6] , and indoor localization [4] .
The service provider in a MCS system usually integrates sensing queries (such as temperature, noise level and so on) of data requesters and launches location-based MCS tasks. These tasks usually require mobile workers with different attributes (e.g., arrival time, walking directions, and even types of handheld devices) to travel over specific locations to complete them in the sensing areas. Compared with traditional mote-class sensor networks, the advantage of MSC systems is that it can leverage existing communications infrastructures like 3G/4G, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth networks for large-scale and fine-grained sensing without expensive infrastructure cost [2] . But some financial compensation should be provided as workers may be inactive to complete MCS tasks under the risk of facing energy and time consumption and even privacy disclosure. In such settings the data requesters usually have limited budgets for obtaining these sensing data [16] , [17] . Thus how to incentivize participants to form high quality coverage in sensing areas with a limited cost is a crucial problem in the MCS system research.
Existing researches in this field use k-th sensor readings in each point of interesting (PoI) to avoid large deviations between the ground truth and the single sensing reading [17] , [29] . However, these works do not consider individual differences of participants in contributing to data quality improvements. Multiple sensing readings may be not effective to obtain high quality data in the extreme case that all the participates hired by the platform are unreliable. Different from previous works, we describe the settings and objectives of our MCS system as follows.
A. QUALITY AND COVERAGE DEMANDS OF MCS TASKS
Each MCS task is distributed in some point of interests (PoI) within the sensing area, and it may need to collect sensor readings at full or part of these PoIs in previous work [8] , [10] . In addition, many data requesters also have quality requirements of sensing data. For example, in the noise detection MCS system [20] , the data requester requires the sensing data's accuracy of noise signal to be high enough; and in the air quality estimation MCS system [9] , they make specific requirements for the content and resolution for uploaded photos. Different from previous works, we measure the coverage quality of a MCS task using the fraction of subareas being covered by several mobile sensing devices that the quality of aggregation results gathered by these devices satisfies the requirement of the data requester. Thus, we combine the quality of collected data and the spatial coverage level to measure the MCS task' coverage quality in our system.
B. DIVERSIFIED LOCATION-BASED MCS TASKS
According to our observation, many location-based MCS tasks need diverse sensing data collected by participants with different attributes e.g., arrival time, walking directions, and even types of handheld devices. For example, as different devices have different capacities in receiving Wi-Fi signals, some indoor localization systems collect sensing data by several different types of equipments [15] . Besides, service providers usually divide time into some time intervals in hours and divides space into some enumerable directions for MCS tasks with diversified space and time coverage requirements, because the change of sensing data is unlikely in a small space-time range. In this paper, we regard a crowd of participants related to a time interval (or combined with other diversity requirements, e.g., a direction) as a sensing data source. As Fig. 1 . shows, for tasks that collect WI-FI signals FIGURE 1. An example of WI-FI signal collection of a sensing area. w 1 and w 2 are two data sources, while w 1 and w 3 associate with the same data source. The PoI A is covered by two data sources while the PoI B is covered by none.
with Apple and Huawei phones, the system divides the time into two periods -daytime (8 As financial incentive is an effective method to recruit enough number of participants for MCS tasks, how to derive payment for their sensing cost becomes a crucial issue. We assume that each mobile worker participating in MCS system can get a base payment and a varying incentive proportional to the number of sensing data they submit. When controlling the incentive cost within a budget, we select sets of participants that can form high coverage quality in the sensing area of all data sources. In other words, we expect the coverage quality of every data source as high as possible under the budget constraint. Considering two different cases, we formulate our objectives in optimization problems respectively. In the small-range sensing area, we maximize the minimum source spatial coverage level among all data sources. However, in the large-range sensing area, considering the limitation of the number of active participants in the system, we maximize the total spatial coverage quality of all data sources. Both of these two optimization problems aim to achieve high multi-source and spatial coverage level and obtain the expected quality of sensing readings simultaneously under the limited budget.
With the above mentioned research objectives, the main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.
1)
We propose a new definition of coverage metric which considers both coverage and sensing readings' quality levels for MCS tasks. We classify sensory data into three categories and study the relationship between the participants' reliability and the quality of aggregation results, then use it to quantify coverage quality. 2) We formulate two optimization problems of task allocation for multi-source and spatial coverage with budget constraints in two different application scenarios. As they are proved to be NP-hard, we design the genetic based algorithm to solve the first optimization problem and a greedy algorithm to solve the second one. Our proposed algorithms have high computational efficiency in practice. 3) We conduct extensive simulations to evaluate our proposed algorithms. Real-world trajectory database is used in our second experimental scenario, and the results show that our strategies perform better than existing approaches in terms of the weighted average quality of sensing data, the coverage ratio and other metrics.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we summarize related works. Section III introduces the basic VOLUME 6, 2018 model of our mobile crowdsensing system, analyzes the workers' utility and formulates the two multi-source data coverage task allocation problems. In Section IV we propose two algorithms to solve the optimization problems respectively. In Section V, we evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithms and discuss the results. We conclude this paper in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORKS
Many papers focus on spatial-temporal coverage problem in MCS. [19] presents a new participant recruitment strategy to maximum spatial or temporal coverage based on the trajectory prediction for vehicle-based crowdsourcing. CrowdTasker [14] maximizes the coverage quality of the sensing tasks based on energy-efficient piggyback crowdsensing task model. However, they only consider single sensing reading at every PoI in the sensing area without taking the quality assurance of sensing data into account. BEACON [16] , presents the first in-depth study on the coverage problem for incentive-compatible mobile crowdsensing. The ICROWD [17] framework optimizes the MCS task allocation with different incentives and coverage objectives/constraints, and it proposes the k-depth coverage to improve the quality of sensing readings in the sensing area. However, all of them do not consider individual differences of participants for contributions to data quality improvement.
Researches on quality-based incentive mechanisms are also extensive. Peng et al. [20] incorporate data quality into the design of incentive mechanism for crowdsensing, and proposes to pay the participants depending on how well they do. Yang et al. [21] design an unsupervised learning approach to quantify the users' data qualities and long-term reputations, and exploits an outlier detection technique to filter out anomalous data items. Jin et al. [22] , [23] propose CENTURION and INCEPTION that take workers' reliability into consideration to calculate highly accurate aggregated results in the data aggregation mechanism. The former proposes a wide variety of incentive mechanisms for MCS systems with multiple data requesters while the later uses a data perturbation mechanism to protect the data privacy of mobile users. These measurements of data quality are only for some specified types of data like signals with continuous value [23] , binary label data [22] , while our work divides the MCS tasks into three types and give the general metrics to qualify the sensing results. Hu et al. [24] study the QoS-sensitive Task Assignment (QSTA) problem for mobile crowdsensing, which involves variable tasks and flexible rewards, but they do not consider the diversity requirement of the MCS tasks.
The most relevant systems to our work include BEACON [16] , ICROWD [17] , CENTURION [22] and INCEPTION [23] , as summarized in Table 1 . Instead of focusing on spatial-temporal coverage maximization with a feasible budget as in [16] and [17] , we consider multi-source data coverage maximization problem and give a new definition on the concept of coverage inspired by [22] and [23] , in order to satisfy both the quality of the sensing data and coverage requirement of requesters for diversified locationbased MCS tasks.
III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we introduce the basic model of our MCS systems, analyze the utility of workers and give the upper bound of tasks number in the interested tasks set T n of each worker, then present our design objectives. 
A. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
We consider a MCS environment that is composed of a platform residing in the cloud and a crowd of mobile MCS workers W = {w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w N }. The MCS task with a fixed budget B is deployed on the platform and it can be divided into sets of subtasks denoted as T = {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t M } according to its multi-source coverage requirement. There are some points of interest (PoIs) : L = {L 1 , L 2 , . . . , L J } within the sensing area. At each PoI, workers can collect data and upload it to the platform, we denote the unit task that is deployed at PoI L j for subtask t m as t m j and the unit task set as T. Without loss of generality, we assume that unit tasks have different wights ω j as the data requester may pay more attention to some part of these PoIs. Fig. 2 . shows the process of our crowd sensing system. The data requester submits a multi-source data request with the expected budget to the cloud platform, then service provider launches tasks among mobile workers who are holding mobile devices. Workers interested in this MCS task submit their interested task sets T n ⊂ T to the platform. The platform assigns unit tasks to workers according to task allocation algorithms. After selected workers uploading corresponding sensing readings, the platform gives compensation to each worker according to their contributions. Table 2 presents the main notations in this paper. 
1) INCENTIVE MODEL
In our system, instead of providing each worker the same incentive, we incentivize reliable workers who can upload high quality sensing data to the platform. Except the base payment b 0 paid to each selected worker, different bonus for per amount of sensing data are provided. We set that workers with high execution ability can get high unit reward. It is reasonable that workers with more execution ability usually incur higher cost on the sensing devices or sensing time. Specifically, we divide them into k levels according to the execution abilities of these participates, and set a bonus u i for the ith level, then each worker w n has different bonus reward u n ∈ {u i |i = 1, 2, . . . , k} as they are belong to different levels.
2) UTILITY OF WORKER
We assume that each sensing reading of the mobile worker w n can bring corresponding calculation, transmission and time costs c n for her. As the growth of workers' total cost will increase with their workload (the number of sensing readings), we assume that the actual cost of workload x n for the worker w n is expressed as c n x n 2 similarly to [28] . The utility of each worker can be expressed as
In our MCS system, each user will determine their own workload according to their unit reward and cost. Maximizing the utility of worker w n , we can get x n = u n 2c n . It means that the number of unit tasks in the interested task set submitted by each worker w n will not exceed u n 2c n , otherwise, her total utility will decrease with number of unit tasks increasing.
B. EXECUTION ABILITY MODEL
Before introducing the execution ability of each worker, we first proposed the definition of the worker's reliability. The measurement assumes the reliability of each worker is related to types of MCS tasks. In our MCS sytem, we divide tasks into three types as Table 3 shows. For tasks with Type 3, we set the result of a unit task with this type is just ''reliably did it'' or ''did not reliably do it'' [28] . Generally, ''did not reliably do it'' refers to that this unit task is did by none or the quality of submitted sensing data doesn't meet the quality requirement. We normalize the sensing data y n read by the mobile worker w n for a unit task in the range of [0,1]. Here we assume results of unit tasks with Type 1 are comparable. We define the results of binary classification tasks as 0 or 1 similarly to the results of unit tasks with Type 3. We use y * to denote the ground truth of the unit tasks' result. Now we give the definition of the worker's reliability.
Definition 1 (Worker's Reliability): Assume there is the the measure function D (·) that calculates the difference between the worker w n ' sensing result y n and the ground truth y * for a unit task, the worker w n 's reliability Rn is defined as the expected deviation between her reading and the ground truth, i.e..
For binary classification tasks the expected deviation is equal to the probability that a worker submits incorrect sensing data. The meaning of it is related to Jin's work expressed as θ n = Pr y n = y * . Intuitively, it satisfies Rn = θn −1. For some tasks with Type 2, we usually set D( y n , y * ) = y n − y * [23] .
In this paper, we assume the system maintaining historical records of the reliability level vector R in the platform [22] . In some case, the platform can assign to workers some unit tasks with known results together with real assigned tasks, or be effectively inferred from workers' characteristics (e.g., the prices of a worker's sensors, a worker's experience and reputation for similar tasks) similarly to [26] . . The value of ε is depending on the quality requirement of the data requester. For the binary classification tasks we set ε = 1 2 according to [22] . In fact, for tasks with Type 1, ε is the minimum difference between each pair of classification results. For tasks with type 3, we use P m j to present the probability that a unit task t m j can be reliably completed. Apparently, the high quality of aggregation result means that the value of β m j is closed to 0 while the value of P m j is close to 1. The execution ability has positive correlation with the worker's reliability level, and it is used to measure the contribution of the worker to the quality improvement of aggregation results.
Definition 2 (Execution Ability): Given a constant float number ε in the range of (0, 1], the execution ability of the worker w n is defined as follows, for tasks with Type 1 and Type 2, i.e.
and for tasks with Type 3, i.e.
Here ε + R n should be a positive value, and workers with very low execution abilities will be eliminated before task allocation in our system.
2) DATA AGGREGATION MECHANISM
Generally, the quality of sensing data usually depends on the data aggregation mechanism. The quality of tasks with the first two types can be directly measured by the aggregation results' accuracy, while the quality of tasks with the third type is measured by the probability that we can obtain at least one qualified result. Assume the sensing result of worker w n for a unit task t m j is y m n,j , and S m j denotes the selected worker set for the unit task t m j . For the former, different workers with diverse reliability levels should have different effects on the aggregated results, then the sensing data's value of the worker w n for task t m j used in aggregation process is denoted as Y m n,j = λ n y m n,j , where λ n = ε+R i i∈S m j
. For the later, we just set Y m n,j = e n = − ln(1 + R n ) according to the definition of (3). Next we define the data aggregation mechanism in above two scenarios as
We point that for tasks with Type 1 the aggregation result y m j may be not equal to the value of any class we set, so we set its value to be the closest class' value. For example, to binary classification tasks, if the aggregation result is lower than 0.5 we regard this result is 0, otherwise the result is 1 
C. INCENTIVE OBJECTIVES
In order to meet the quality requirement of the data requester, each unit task should be covered at least once by the mobile workers. In our system, we consider the unit task t m j being covered if the quality Q m j of its sensing result meets the data requester's demand, and we call it quality coverage.
Definition 3 (Quality Coverage): We use Q to denote the quality requirement of each unit task's sensing result, we say a unit task t m j being covered with quality assurance means it satisfies Q m j ≥ Q . From our definition, it follows that if we select workers with high execution ability levels it can effectively reduce the number of coverage times. In addition, the worker passing a PoI more than once can submit the sensing data of tasks deployed on that position repeatedly. So we assume that the interested task set of a worker may contain repeated unit tasks.
Now we can give the concept of spatial quality coverage level CL m (S) of the subtask t m with a selected worker set S as follows.
The objective of our work is to achieve high multi-source and spatial quality coverage level with budgetary constraint. Considering two scenarios as follows, we form our optimization problems.
1) MAX-MIN FAIR SOURCE COVERAGE (MAX-MINFSC) PROBLEM
For MCS tasks with small-range sensing areas like indoor areas, we consider all data sources being covered fairly. It means that the spatial quality coverage level of each subtask should be high enough to be accepted by the data requester. So in this case the optimization goal is to find S as a subset of W and for ∀t m ∈ T to assign tasks with the objective to maximize the minimum spatial quality coverage level among all subtasks with the given budget, i.e.,
2) MAX WEIGHTED QUALITY COVERAGE(MWQC) PROBLEM
For MCS tasks with large-range sensing areas like the whole urban area, it may be not feasible to achieve goals used for Max-min FSC problem unless we hire a large number of workers. So we relax the goal and try to maximize the total quality coverage level of all subtasks. And in this case the optimization goal is to find S as a subset of W that can maximize the total quality coverage level with the given budget,i.e.,
IV. APPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS
In this section, we first prove that the Max-minFSC problem and the MWQC problem are NP-hard, and then design two algorithms to solve them respectively.
A. PROBLEM HARDNESS
We first prove the NP-hardness of the above two problems.
Theorem 1: The Max-minFSC problem and the MWQC problem are NP -hard.
Firstly, we reduce from the NP-hard budgeted maximum coverage problem [32] to our MWQC problem. A collection of sets S = {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S m } with associated costs {c i } m i=1 is defined over a domain of elements X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } with associated weights {w i } n i=1 . The goal is to find a collection of sets S ⊆ S, such that the total cost of elements in S does not exceed a given budget L, and the total weight of elements covered by S is maximized. Now we construct an instance of our problem with all necessary conditions. The workers' interested task set T = {T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T n } is associated with a cost set {c i } m i=1 . Then we define a domain of elements that cover all PoIs for all subtasks, and each poI L m j is copied a m j times, we can denote it as X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . ,
a m j . Apparently, the MWQC problem is the same as the above classical NP-hard problem. Next we prove the NP-hardness of Max-minFSC problem. We give the decision version of the Max-minFSC problem: given a specific value of CL, is there a feasible solution that satisfying all the subtasks' coverage level CL m is greater than CL with the budget constraint satisfied? If we use T m ⊆ X to denote any task set that the value of it can be more than CL for subtask t m , we can get X = M m=1 T m . Let all c i be a constant number, the decision version of the Max-minFSC problem can be modeled as the decision version of a classical NP-hard problem -the set cover problem defined in [12] .
Due to the NP-hardness of above two problems, we can't find the optimal solution with polynomial time algorithms. So a heuristic algorithm and a greedy algorithm are used to solve them approximately.
B. GENETIC ALGORITHM FOR MAX-MINFSC PROBLEM
Genetic algorithm is a heuristic algorithm commonly used to solve optimization problems, which uses a probabilistic optimization method, that can automatically obtain and guide the optimization of the search space, and adaptively adjust the search direction compared with the random algorithm [33] . The binary encoding of the genetic algorithm naturally suits the representation of our worker selection, so here we apply the genetic algorithm to solve our Max-minFSC problem. Unlike the problems solved by traditional genetic algorithms, our optimization problems are constrained, so that we modify the crossover process in traditional genetic algorithms and add a penalty parameter considering the budget constraints in the Max-minFSC problem. Algorithms 1 gives the details of the genetic algorithm. while |ChilPopulation| ≤ pSIze do 6:
Algorithm 1 Genetic Algorithm for Max-minFSC Problem
C ← Crossover(P) 9: ChilPopulation ← ChilPopulation ∪ C 10:
end while 11: Mutation(ChilPopulation) 12: Population ← ChilPopulation 13: calculateScore(Popolation) 
1) GENE CODING AND INITIALIZATION
We use code ''0'' to indicate that a worker is not selected, and code ''1'' to indicate that the worker is selected. The length of a gene is equal to the total number of workers. In our algorithm, the primary population of genes are generated randomly. The population size is set to be positively correlated with the length of the gene in order to keep the fast convergence speed when the workers' size is large.
2) SELECTION, CROSSOVER, MUTATION OPERATIONS
Selection, crossover, and mutation are operated on a gene. We use the traditional roulette wheel selection and stochastic mutation in our algorithm [33] . The crossover algorithm is changed as shown in Algorithm 2. Before we cross two parental genes, we first calculate their penalty values which are the extra cost over the budget limitation [27] . In Line 4-5, when both penalty values are negative, we cross two parental genes and clone them. In Line 6-8, if both penalty values are 13: return C positive, i.e. they all violate the constraints, we will modify the genes until they are acceptable. If one of the penalty values is positive, we will directly clone the gene with the negative penalty value as shown in Line 9-11.
3) TERMINATION CONDITION
The algorithm has two termination conditions: (1) the maximum number of iteration we set has been reached. (2) without exceeding the total budget, the algorithm finds a set of workers S that achieves the minimum source spatial coverage level
The running time of the genetic algorithm increases with the size of mobile workers. In the case of a general worker' size within the small sensing area, our genetic algorithm can keep high computational efficiency according to [19] .
C. GREEDY ALGORITHM FOR MWQC PROBLEM
Before introducing our greedy algorithm, we first give some concepts.
1) COVERAGE QUALITY FUNCTION QC(S)
QC(S) represents the overall coverage quality level we can reach under the workers' collection S, i.e.
QC(S)
= M m=1 CL m (S).(10)
2) MARGIN CONTRIBUTION PER COST PMQ n
If S indicates the set of current selected workers, then the worker w n 's margin contribution MQ n is denoted as QC(S ∪ w n ) − QC(S ). So her margin contribution per cost is presented as
Theorem 2: Function QC(S) is submodular and non-decreasing.
Apparently, we have QC(S 1 ) ≤ QC(S 2 ) for any worker sets S 1 ⊆ S 2 ⊆ W . So if we use set Qr(S) = {Qr m j (S)|t m ∈ T , L j ∈ L} to present the remaining quality demand of t m j with worker set S, there is Qr m j (S 1 ) ≥ Qr m j (S 2 ). To prove QC(S) function is submodular we just need show that it satisfies QC(S 1 ∪ {w n }) − QC(S 1 ) ≥ QC(S 2 ∪ w n ) − QC(S 2 ) for any worker set S 1 ⊆ S 2 ⊆ W and w n ∈ W \ S 2 . Then we have
Now, we have proved Theorem 2. The idea of our algorithm is to select workers with the lowest margin contribution per cost preferentially. Algorithm 3 gives the detailed design of the greedy algorithm.
Initially unselected worker collection is initialized to W , Selected worker set is initialized to empty. In Line 3-4, we initialize the remaining contribution required for each task as Q, then repeat the following cycle. Line 7-14 calculates the margin contribution per cost of all workers in the unselected worker set, then we sort the workers in a descending order based on it. The first worker in this set is the one with the highest margin contribution per cost. If the cost of this worker does not exceed our remaining budget, we add her into the selected worker set S and delete her from W . We also update the remaining contribution of all subtasks t m j . Due to the submodularity of QC(S), we can get 1 − e −1 approximate ratio when the total cost of the selected worker is exactly equal to the budget [13] .
Theorem 3: The time complexity of the algorithm 3 is upper bounded by O(MJN 2 ).
In Algorithm 3, we can find that the time complexity of the outer loop is N as worker set W being reduced form W to ∅. As the cardinality of a worker's interested task set is JM at most, the time consumed on computing the marginal contribution per cost for every worker in W is no more than JMN . Thus the upper bound of this algorithm' time complexity is O(MJN 2 ).
V. EVALUATION
In this section, we simulate two experimental scenarios, one is for the performance evaluation of genetic algorithm and the other is for the greedy algorithm. Then we give the comparison algorithms and evaluation results.
A. SIMULATION SETTINGS
We first introduce the basic settings of both scenarios. We set the base incentive b 0 = 50, and divide the worker's bonus into five levels with the value 1.5, 1.2, 0.9, 0.6, 0.3 respectively. In order to simulate the real situation, we let the percentage of workers in the corresponding level to be 20%, 25%, 35%, 15%, and 5%. Usually, people with high Algorithm 3 Greedy Algorithm for MWQCP Input: A mobile worker set W , the set of interested task set T n of every worker w n , a budget B, and the quality threshold Q Output: A set of winning mobile workers
Qr m j ← Q m 4: end for 5: while W = ∅ do 6: for w n ∈ W do 7:
for t m j ∈ T n do 9:
end for 11 :
end for 13: Sort W' according to PMQ n of every item w n in descending order 14: w i ← the first worker in W 15: if curentB − c i ≥ 0 AND PMQ i > 0 then 16: S ← S w i ; curentB ← curentB − c i
17:
for t m j ∈ T i do 18 : Then the number of every workers' interested task set is in the range of [15, 25] .
Scenario 1: We simulate an indoor sensing scene for genetic algorithm. We assume that there are 120 PoIs on the corridors and halls that need mobile workers holding several kinds of devices to upload the signal fingerprints. We set M = 4, and the received signal strength can be translated into the range of [0, 1] . We let the range of ε value is [0.05, 0.1] and the the range of β value is [0.01, 0.1]. As mentioned earlier, workers whose reliability levels are lower than base requirement won't be considered in our system. So we set the range of reliability value as [−0.1, 0]. In order to reduce the amount of data uploaded by workers, we let every worker upload the average value of K sensing readings. Considering the actual situation, the value of K is decided by the ratio of 1 2 ln β −1 and ε 2 . Scenario 2: For greedy algorithm, we simulate a wide sensing scene using a real-world database from Beijing GPS trajectory [30] generated by 10, 357 taxis during the period from February 2 to February 8, 2008. We generate 1000 PoIs randomly using position information on February 2. We assume that mobile workers should take pictures and upload it to the platform from 13:00 am to 20:00 pm every day. Workers submit interested task sets according to their trajectories. We regard an hour as a time interval, thus the number of subtasks is 8. Additionally, we set the reliability of workers is a random float number in [−1, 0] and the value of probability P that a unit task should be reliable completed is in [0.90, 0.99]. Table 4 gives the detailed settings of these two scenarios. 
B. EVALUATION METRICS AND COMPARISONS
In this subsection, we present the evaluation metrics and comparisons that we used to evaluate the performance of our algorithms.
We use four metrics in our performance evaluation: weighted average quality, minimum source average quality, coverage ratio and average contribution. We use AQ m to denote the weighted average quality of the mth source, which Minimum source average quality is the minimum weighted average source quality of all sources. Coverage ratio is point to the percentage of unit tasks that have reached the base quality requirement Q among all unit tasks. Average contribution is the ratio between total coverage quality and the number of selected workers.
Weighted average quality, minimum source average quality and employment ratio are the three metrics that we used to evaluate the performance of genetic algorithm, and we add a algorithm, the Max-minCT Algorithm, which has the optimization goal that maximize the minimum source coverage times of all sources [19] to compare with our genetic algorithm. We use weighted average quality, coverage ratio and average contribution to evaluate the performance of our greedy algorithm. We compare the performance of greedy algorithm with the MCT Algorithm which maximize the total coverage times of all sources like [16] . Another two algorithms are the Random Algorithm compared with Greedy Algorithm that selects workers randomly until violating the budget constraint, and the UR Algorithm that gives an uniform unit reward to workers like [17] to compare with our both algorithms.
C. EVALUATION RESULTS
In this subsection, we present the results. Then, we observe the impacts of worker's number and budget on both algorithms. 
1) THE PERFORMANCE OF GENETIC ALGORITHM
In scenario 1, we set the coverage times of a unit task in Max-minCT algorithm at least 5, while we calculate the value of k considering the average coverage times of a task to be 5 too. Of course, the real coverage times of a task may be more than 5 as K is an estimated value. Experiments show that when the number of iterations increases over 500, the genetic algorithm can get stable results.
a: IMPACT OF NUMBER OF WORKERS
We first investigate the impact of workers' number on genetic algorithm's performance. We set the budget to be 6, 000, and the number of workers N is changed from 60 to 240 with an increment of 60. Figs. 3(a), 3(c) and 3(e) shows the results. In Fig. 3(a) and 3(c) , we can find that when the number of workers is small, our Genetic algorithm and Max-minCT algorithm can obtain similar minimum source average quality and weighted average quality. the increasing of workers' number, the advantages of our algorithm are more pronounced. It's because the Max-minCT algorithm selects worker with low cost of per unit task firstly, i.e. it select workers with low execution ability preferentially. We also can find that the genetic algorithm has higher coverage ratio than the the compared algorithms from Fig. 3(e) . The UR algorithm has poor performance when the number of workers is small, but it can get better performances than Max-minCT algorithm when the workers' number increases to be a big value. This is because workers with low execution ability can be interested in more tasks in the UR algorithm, which leads to select unreliable people when the worker number is small.
But when the number of workers increases, more workers with high execution ability can be selected and it will improve the performance of UR algorithm.
b: IMPACT OF BUDGET
We set the number of worker to be 200, and the budget B is changed from 2, 000 to 8, 000 with an increment of 2, 000. The results are shown in Figs. 3(b) , 3(d) and 3(f). We can observe that the minimum source average quality and weighted average quality of all algorithms gradually increase to a upper bound and the coverage ratio increases to 1 when the budget increases. Our algorithm is always get 0.15 to 0.3 more coverage ratio than the Max-minCT algorithm. Owning to low budget, the UR algorithm selects less worker than other two algorithms, so it has the worst performance under the low budget. Giving priority to more reliable people makes our greedy algorithm always outperforms the other two algorithms under all budget settings in terms of the above three metrics.
2) THE PERFORMANCE OF GREEDY ALGORITHM
In scenario 2, we assume that the uniform unit reward of a worker is set to be 1, and their results are shown in Figs. 4.
a: IMPACT OF NUMBER OF WORKERS
We set the budget to be 65, 000, and the number of workers N is changed from 1, 500 to 5, 000 with an increment of 500. In Fig. 4(a) and 4(c) , we find that our Greedy algorithm can get the best performance than other three algorithms. The MCT algorithm has the worst performance as it selects workers with low execution ability mostly. The UR algorithm's performance is slightly worse than our algorithm as the uniform unit reward will let workers with low execution ability interested in more tasks and this increases her chance of being selected. From Fig. 4(e) , we can see the average contribution of our greedy algorithm increases while the average contribution of MCT algorithm decreases when the number of workers increases.
b: IMPACT OF BUDGET
Finally, we evaluate the impact of budget on greedy algorithm. We give an adequate budget which is changed from 20, 000 to 90, 000, and we set the number of workers to be 3, 000. Observing Fig. 4(b) , 4(d) and 4(f), we can find the weighted average quality and coverage ratio of all four algorithms grow continuously with the increasing budget. When the budget is adequate, the average contribution of our greedy algorithm decreases as the number of selected workers with lower execution ability increases.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presentes the design and evaluation of a new strategy to recruit workers with high reliability level to form high coverage level on both multiple data sources and the sensing area. By giving workers with high execution ability more incentive bonus, our system can attract more reliable workers and ensure relatively high quality of sensing readings. We form two optimization problems that maximum the quality coverage level of the subtask that with minimum coverage level and the total quality coverage level of all subtasks for different application scenarios. Then we design two algorithms to solve them. Evaluations show that our algorithms outperform existing approaches. 
